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ABSTRACT

A disordered Hubbard model with diagonal disorder is used to investigate

the electron localization effects associated with both disorder and olectron-

electron interaction. Extensive results are reported on the ground state

properties and compared to other theories. Two regimes have been fovind: when

t.he e Lectron-electron interaction u is greater than the disorder parameter w

and when u < w.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Up to now, Anderson localization (Anderson, 1958) is still both

a puzzling and fascinating phenomenon. The most intriguing feature is

probably coining from the fact that there is no simple way in describing

how an electron can be localized in a random potential.

Experimental attempts to observe Anderson localization have

introduced new problems. Single-electron approximations in most cases

fail to handle the essential physics of electrons transport in strongly

disordered materials. For example, if one considers that a disordered system

such as the single-electron state could be localized, it does not mean that

the associated many particles system will be non-metallic. In fact phonons

may scatter electron from a localized state to another and therefore assuming

a temperature hopping conductivity (Thouless, 1977). On the other hand,

electron-elp.ctron interactions may produce additional features when single

electron states are localized and this may suppress both the density of

stat.es and the conductivity at Ep (Altschuler and Aronov, 1979a, 1979b).

The significant role of many-body effects has been confirmed by the report

of anomalous dependent conductivity {Giordano, 1980), tunnel conductivities

(McMillan and Mockel, 1981) and more recently measurements of the low-temperature

magnetoresistance (Lin and Giordano, 1987).

However the most attention and t.he best-known examples in this area

concern the metai-insulator transition in doped semiconductors related to

the interplay of electron-electron interaction and disorder. In increasing

donur concentration the n state and the neutral donor I) state form

the D and donor bands, respectively. Since each donor atom has one

electron the lower band is completely filled and therefore the conduction

occurs by exciting electron to a higher bund. The states at the edge of

t.he higher as well as l:he lower bands are localized in the Anderson sense.

Thus in 1 he higher band the states are separated Into extended and localized

states by the mobility edge E . In this concentration regime the electrons

excited to E yield an actived-type conduction uf the form:

(1)oxp -

where t:,, = K - E , E stands for t.he Fermi level and «„ the minimum

metallic conductivity (Mott and Havies, 1979). When e^ vanishes with

increasing concentration the metal-insulator transition occurs. in the

case of Phosphorous-doped Silicon (Si'.P) the transition occurs at Phosphorous

concentrations of 3,2 * 10 /cm (Sasaki, 1976).



In this* view a proper theoretical model describing metal - insulator

transition in doped semiconductors must involve both electron-electron

interaction and disorder on an equal foot ing. Towards this end the

disordered Hubhard model may be an appropriate one because disorder and

interactions are handled in the simplest, way possible- As in both

Anderson and Hubbard (1964) models, electrons are described as hopping

from one site to a nearest neighbour site on a lattice with a hopping-itvat.rix

element, V. , and site energies are randomly distributed on rin energy

i ntorval of width vj, In addition, doubly occupied sit.es have an i nt̂ ract.ioti

eruirgy u.

II. DISORDERED HHBBARD HAMILTONIAN

In the LCAO approach, the Hamiltonian may be written in a second

quantized language as follows;

where

and
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with iu ̂  jv. The index a denotes the spin, |i)i> the |i-ai umic-1 iki;

orbital of the atom located at the lattice point "i", e. the.

associated energy and V, . , the hopping integrals between |iu> and

jj\j>. a. and a. are creation ;ind annihilation operators at the lattice

site and n. ™ a.
id IC

a. the corresponding number operator. [n the

present, description we restrict ourselves to ths> one-orbital per site case.

Thus the Hamiltonian becomes:

(3)H = / t,. n. + ' V. . a, a. -f u / n. , n. .
4— i io /*^~> 1.) 10 Ja ^r~~ !t T

Here {e.J and/a (V. .} are random variables and < > in the second

term means the restriction of the sum to the nearest neighbours due to the

fact that the centres of the basis orbitals are randomly distributed.

Diagonal disorder Is caused by the charged minority centres. For

uncoropensated samples the standard deviation of {£^} is expected to have

a small contribution and is usually omitted. On the other hand, produced

by the large fluctuations in the relative distance Rj- between two

centres, the transfer matrix elements have a rather wide probability
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distribution. Although a Hamiltonian with off-diagonal disorder may be

more directly related to structurally disorder systems such doped

semiconductors we consider only the diagonal case. Even in this situation

until recently very few has been carried out (Shimizu, Aoki and Kamimurri,

1986; Ma, 1982; Theodorou, 1977).

III. QUALITATIVE ASPECTS

The admittedly speculative and qualitative conclusions deduced from

the disordered Hubbard Hamiltonian (Kimball, 1981) may be summarized as

follows (see Fig. 1):

a) the metallic phase occurs when neither the disorder — nor

the electron-electron interaction — are too large.

b) an insulating phase with antiferromagnetic order which occurs

when elucl.run-electron interactions are relatively large and more important

than the disorder.

c) an insulating phase with spin-glasses magnetic disorder and non-zero

energy gap at the Fermi-energy, This phase occurs when the disorder is more

important than the electron-electron interaction,

d) the non-magnetic Anderson localization phase with no gap in the

excitat ion energy spectrum. This phase occurs when the disorder is large and

the ejectron-electron interaction absent.

IL is clear that electron-electron interaction may play a role in

the localization or delocal izat.ion of electrons by influencing the energy

disorder of the original states. l,et us consider the unperturbed Anderson

model:

..And _ "\ .. .+ _,,A
H V.,a. a.

ii io I a

In particular the diagonal elements obey the relation:

(•;)

On the other hand the Hubbard Hainilfonian may be written:

where

u^u V **'• ">'•

V. . . . , , = u fi . . 6, , A , 6,

(6)

(7)



The eigenstates of the Anderson Hatniltonian are noted by:
and are solutions of the equation:

0 >}

here <j> denotes the summation over j nearest-neighbours of "i", and E

the energy eigenvalue.

Defining the following field operators in terms of the eigenstates

( 0 )

(9 )

where b and b denote the creation and annihilation of an electron
ao yQ> no

in state |0 > with spin a and also an additional operator:

(10)

enables one to r..ap (.he original Hamiltonian in the form:

(11)

2 ,, vij,Ax', w- •!<*> < < J > v ( j ) * A I 0 :

ij.XX',v

Such Hamiltonian could be treated within the classical Hartree-Fock theory

(Fetter and Walecka, 1971). The self-energy tern is approximated by graphs

reproduced in Fig.2. Full lines correspond to the Green function of the

Hamiltonian to be determined self-consistently from the Dyson equation.

The important point to be noticed: any self-energy whose end vertices are

connected with a singles interaction lines vanishes because the non-interacting

lines Green function is diagonal in spin (see Fig. i). Therefore the Foc.k

term vanishes identically and the Hartree graph gives trivially:

IS
ij.oo'

(12)

where < > means a thermal average. Making use of this result and going

back to Dyson equation yields:

V..|
l l
J

= E
a

(13)

Here |fa0> denotes the one-particle of interacting system, E its

energy and f the probability that the state "an" Is occupied.

From comparison of Eq. (8) and (13), one deduces that the

interacting system corresponds to the non-interacting one with shifted

site energies:

i*. = E^ 0 ) + u<n, > • (14)

However onti must keep in mind that the energy shift depends strongly on the

lattice site "i" in a random way and cannot be eliminated just by

redefining the zero of energy. Therefore the Hartree self-energy connection

maps the interacting system back to independent electrons in such a way that

1.he original disorder parameter w has changed into w'Vr- The

probability distribution correspond ing to the new disorder is given by:

U* ) - f 6(r* - ,(0) - u <„. » P (E<
0)

t io J io Ia i -o t; io
de

io

and oi\t? can define a di<? metric constant L:

w(u-O)

(15)

(16)

which measures the effectiveness of the electron-electron interaction.

IV. LOCALIZATION CKITr'.RION

We c o n s i d e r t l i r d o u b l t 1 - 1 .Line G r e e n ' s f u n c t i o n ( s e e Z u b a r o v , I 9 u U ) :

with

ij in ju 1'.

'• 11. ;l ; a .
l-ti m o j

n, = i\ . and
1.0 10

= 1 - n.
i

(17)

(18)

where n? denotes a projection operator on l.hu "i."--sili>. Tliii equation

of motion oi' the Green's function is givt̂ ti l>y:

K K a. ; a+

i-o io ju * • • + V.. (j .}
i) - j — ik kjj

? a. ; a. >> + V.. << n" - n' -i. ; ;i. •
i-n H I io — j — - ik (_ i-n -oj ko \<)

+ f,'1 V . . | < < : a + a , a . ; a + > > - •' < a + a . a . ; a + > > }

here n'1 = <. n" >; >+ = u; f~ = 0 and f," = + 1.
[i i a
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At this stage, in order to introdvice simpl if icntions in handling

higher order Green's function appearing in the above complicated equation,

we make vise of the decoupling approximation of Hubbard- Although such

decoupling approximation seems t.o be crude, it enables one to understand

qualitatively and at first sight quantitatively the role of the electron-electron

interaction on the localization properties of the eigenst.nt.es. Under this

assumption, it may be written:

with:

v G°^ - lk k.l

K - (l-n.o)u

K° (E-n it. )(E-u-(l-n Hi, )-n (l-n )il2
l - o i o - o i o - o - o mt J

(20)

In order to examine the loKalization properties of the eigenstates, we

have to stvidy the convergence of this series in terms of probability.

The similarity with the RPS in the problem of Anderson (1958) should be

outlined where the complex energy z = E+ is substituted by (G .) .

Recently, Brezini et al. (1988) have developed a formalism within

the so-called "upper limit" approximation and in particular the mobility

E are defined by the equation:

!
E -V
c

E_UM1 - PK(F,c-x)dx

x - E
Ec+V E -V " £ +v

where k denotes the connectivity of the lattice and

k+1
, ,.a ,-1 V

P x ( E c + x ) d * 1

(26)

(27)

v \G? (K.) - 'ki .' 'u — I v

In t h e e x p l i c i t of a compact d i s t r i b u t i o n for I.he s i t e e n e r g i e s

IMO = i for (28)

n jk ki

equivalently

(21)

The d i a g o n a l G r e e n ' s f u n c t i o n G . . may be now expanded a s :

j k j k I

(22)

(2!)

uhere S, stands for the self-energy for state "i". In the following

treatment we restrict ourselves to the paramagnetic phase without loss of

generality and therefore n_ reduces to

(24)

in the case of one electron per site, i.e. the so-called half-filled band.

Tha self-energy may be expanded into a Renormalized Perturbation

Series (RPS) via:

S°(z) =
1

V2.
11

V. .V.. V. .
lj jk kl

= 0 o t h e r w i s e

The p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n Px(f :
c " * ) i s g i v e n by:

k+1 .}

( G " ) ^ 'P (Ii - x ) =

i . e . f ina l Iv

FT

V

".1 j J

MIS - x) = -
X C. W

- 0 thecwiso

(29)

('JO)

At t.his stage we can determine the effects of e lectron-e Letitron

interaction on the localization properties of the eigenstates by Integrating

Eq.(26). Two situations arise.

(25) -8-



V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. u > w

The particular nature of the probability distribution P_(c) and

Py(Ec-x) requires restrictions on the energy parameter E. In the range

~2 < E < j, Eq.(26) yields after integration

- E2)(u+w/2 - E

V (u - j "
(31)

and in the range j < E < u - j:

1 = log
'(E +w/2)(u+w/2-E

.(E -w/2)(u-w/2-E,).
(32)

For energy E beyond u - -̂t one can use the symmetry property of the

spectrum at E = j .

2. u < w

In the range -~ < E < u - 'j, the localization criterion takuw the

same form as Eq. (11) and for values satisfying the condition =• > F. > u - ̂ ,

we find

= "IT loE A

For E^ beyond ~, similarly one can use the symmetry of t tu;

(33)
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We have solved these equations for k - 4 and V = L taken as our

unit of energy. The phase diagram on the U-W plane is shown in Fig.-'t

and the energy gap E_ in the shaded area. Tht' result for E versus W

is shown for various values of u for the case u > w. In this rpgime

it is seen that H depend approximately linearly on W. By extrapolating

K^(w) to 0 we obtain a critical value of u for which E^ vanishes

which correspond to the energy gap in the limit of vanishing disorder.

The critical value u at winch the Hubbard gap closes is estimated to he

about u C "vi B, where B = 2/k V the width of the band for p.p.ro disorder.

This value is in agreement with the value ohtained by Hirsch (1980),

Ha (1982) and Shimizu et al. (1986).

In the regime u < w, it is observed in Fig.4 that the electron-

electron interaction appears to act as a weak perturbation on the localization

properties. We have presented a model describing the role of the electron-

electron interaction in making the local izat. ion of electrons in disordered

systems easier, its nffeetivpness in localising electrons is quantitatively

handled In the phase diagram uii the u-w plane. -10-
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A phase diagram for the ground state properties of the disordered

Hubbard Hamiltonian. The four phases shown arc a) Metal,

b) electrons localized primarily by interactions, c.) electrons

localized primarily by disorder, d) Anderson localization.

Fig. 2 The self-consistent approximation (a) the Hartree term,

(b) the Fock term.

Fig. 3 SOIJIR self-energy contributions which vanish by l.he graph rule.

Fig. /. The phase diagram on the u-w plane. The energy gap is finite

i.n shaded area. The dotted line represents u = w.

Fig,
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